
ORION 
 

Orion is strongly fully featured. Low lag with an amazingly smooth NPV. A radar and 

many attacks, shield and intercepts, booster and movelock. It also offers utilities such 

as a skybox and flight assist. 

 

Update  

     Orion will always sends the latest version to you. Whenever you attach to use it, it will check the 

     update server to make sure it is up to date automatically. 

 

Using Orion (switch)  

      Orion is easily switched on and off. Please choose an option module once to switch on and once again to  

switch it off. 

      Example… shield [ ON ] → Choose it once again → shield [ OFF ]   

This is the same for using chat commands also. 

 

Offense  

Kill 

      Will instant kill a target in a combat area.    

Shock 

      A very fast sphere cluster kill with push. Will instant kill a target and push them around in combat area. 

Launcher 

      Will Fire multiple missles at the target until killing them. 

Trap 

 A large trap that will immobilize the target from moving. And being able to sit on npv easily. 

Blind 

      Similar to trap but will also hide the target hard to see making them invisble. 

Bubble 

      Covers the target in foaming bubbles and will kill them slowly. 

Smog 

      Will Cover the target is smoke. 

Noob 

      Will put noob particles around the target with noise. Alerting everyone that they are a noob. 

Nuke 

      Launches a nuclear missle that will follow the target and will explode and kill them on impact. 



Noise 

      An attack that covers the target in a lot of hover text.     

Chatspy 

      Tap the target.     

Follow 

      Will follow the Target on their head. On NPV it will side follow animation reflect on the targert. 

      (Can be used on NPV too)    

Warp 

      Teleport warps you to the targets position. 

      (Can be used on NPV too)  

Call 

      Sends a teleport device that will call and bring the target to you. 

Orbit 

      Will orbit the target. In damage area it will kill the target. 

Profil 

      Displays a slurl link in main chat that will open upon click the targets profile. 

Over Drive 

      A function that attacks all avatars in the damage area relentless. 

 

Cancel  

end 

      Cancellation of all attack. 

free 

      Cancels the attack of the target. 

 

Defense  

Move Lock 

      Will Lock Your avatar in its position. However, you cannot move from the position until  switched off. 

Cloak 

      It hides your avatar as much as possible. 

Interceptors 

      It protects you from neighboring attack as much as possible. In addition, it will give you the information of  

      the avatar who attacked you. 

Shield 

      It protects you from neighboring attack. In addition, it will give you the information of  

      the avatar who attacked you The defense power is higher than Intercept.       



Anti Physical 

      It Will help protect you from physical objects or attacks by pushing it off and away with push.          

Manual Revenge 

      A point is displayed in the center of the HUD if you were attacked. You can attack a target back by clicking it. 

Auto Revenge 

      It will automaticlly kill a target if you were attacked. 

 

NPV  

      You are in a condition of the non-physics. Normal attacks will not work to you. 

      This invalidates damage in the damage areas. 

NPV (REZ) 

      An object with the same  texture as the HUD is displayed and will follow to the position of your camera. 

      Please touch the displayed object to sit on the NPV. 

      (The possibility that the NPV is rezzed slowly or late depends on sim lag)       

Walk 

      Sets the NPV to walk at any kind of altitude.. 

SIM Lock 

      This will lock the NPV from going outside of the sim. When the NPV goes outside of the SIM,  

      an error may happen. I suggest that you always set it in "UP". 

Animation 

      Change of animations. 

Auto Rez 

      Will automatically rez the NPV upon being attacked. 

Speed 

      Sets movement speed setting of the NPV. 

Phantom 

      Will set your nametag underground or under your avatar. 

Escape 

      Quickly Escape to 4096m to try to avoid most followers. 

 

Sensor  

Scan 

      It will scan and get the detailed information of avatars in the sim. 

Obj Scan 

      It will scan and get the detailed information of all the objects within 96m. 

SIM Scan 



      Turns on SIM scan and collects detailed information of all avatars in the full sim and adds them to 

      the scan list. 

 

Booster  

      You can move at high speeds.       

Exsample 1:......Press "↑" or "↓" quickly 2 times, the second time and hold "↑" or "↓" down. 

Exsample 2:......Press during flight "Page Up" or "Page Down" quickly 2 times, the second time hold "Page Up" or 

               "Page Down" down. (This also works with "w" or "s" and "e" and "c" keys) 

      You also can hold down the direction key and and move in other directions while moving forward or  

      back or up and down. 

Example 1:.......After holding down "↑" or "↓" please press another direction or movement key to move in that  

               direction. 

Example 2:.......During flight, after holding down "Page Up" or "Page Down" please press another  

               direction or movement key in that direction. 

(Again this also works with "w" or "s" and "e" and "c" keys) 

You can adjust the speed. The initial value is 75%.      

       

Radar  

Radar 

      It express information of SIM planarly. The state of the avatar is as follows. 

          T = Typing   A = AFK   B = Busy   F = Flying 

          M = Mouse Look   S = Sit    G  = Ground Sit   W = Walking 

      Color 

          Red---Damage Area. 

          Green--build,script area 

          White---no build, no script area 

      You can attack an avatar by cllicking their dot. 

 

Utility  

Color 

      It changes color of parts of the HUD. 

Reset 

      It will reset your orion to defualt initial settings. 

Radar Scale 

      It changes the scale of the radar. 

Alert 



      It change a message and the sound of the radar. The message of the radar does not flow when it make 

      it being downed. 

Sim Status 

      Will displays FPS and lag of the SIM. 

Flight Assist 

      Will fly higher. 

Sky Box 

      Rezzes a white board, when sat upon will take you up and build a skybox at chosen height. 

 

Channel   

      For example, a channel in the case of 0 

      "chan 99" → The channel is replaced by 99 in this. 

      "/99 chan 10" → The channel is replaced by 10 in this. 

 

Command  List  

     To attack a target 

     A channel in the case of 50. 

*example  ---- /50 kill Hika Milos 

               /50 kill Hi → Hika Milos  

               /50 kill → Chat Command 

 

Bubble → bubble  

Blind → blind  

Call → call  

Chatspy → chatspy  

Follow → follow 

Free → free 

Kill → kill 

Launcher → launcher  

Noise → noise 

Noob → noob 

Nuke → nuke  

Orbit → orbit 

Over Drive → od 

Shock → shock  

Smog → smog 



Trap → trap  

Warp → warp  

Cloak → cloak  

Interceptors → int 

Move Lock → movelock 

Auto Revenge → autorevenge 

Manual Revenge → manualrevenge  

Revenge OFF → revengeoff 

Shield → shield  

Anti Physical → ap  

NPV REZ → npv  

NPV Walk → walk  

NPV Phantom → phantom  

NPV Escape → escape 

NPV Auto Rez → npvautorez  

NPV Speed Lv1 → npvspeed 1  

NPV Speed Lv2 → npvspeed 2  

NPV Speed Lv3 → npvspeed 3  

Booster → booster 

Flight Assist → flightassist  

Rader → radar  

SIM scan → simscan 

Object Scan → objscan 

Alert → alert 

Sky Box → skybox  

Sim Status → simstatus  

Rader Scale → radarscale + 10-96 

Reset → reset 

end → end  

 

 


